
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Key Benefits 

The GUI is based upon HTML5 technology which allows it to be 

launched directly from your browser* without any need to download 

software onto a local PC/network 

 Trade FX Spot, Outright Forwards, Swaps and NDF/NDS and 

Precious Metals Spot and Swaps on a single screen with 

Executable Streaming Prices (ESP) and Request for Stream 

(RFS) basis 

 Build multiple spot widgets on multiple tabs with individual widgets 

to place around your desktop for an efficient use of space 

 FX Swaps are available on an RFS basis, allowing you to trade 

both even and uneven Swaps through any date your Liquidity 

Providers permit, using our quick tenor or broken date functionality 

 Build and view a Swap Curve, choosing your tenors up to 18M. 

This allows you to see best price for each tenor selected 

 

The FXSpotStream GUI is able to integrate with all post-trade STP 

channels. We also provide trade reports to download into Excel for 

your records and Drop Copy notifications via email. 

FXSpotStream GUI 
Trade from your browser with pricing from thirteen global Liquidity 
Providers with no Transaction Fees or Commissions for Price Takers   

 

Top of Book 

Full Liquidity 
Provider Swap 

*Browser Requirements, Windows: Chrome 48.0.2564 or higher 
orhhigherhigher  
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Liquidity Providers 
 

Key Features 

 Trading Streaming (ESP) FX in Spot, Outright Forwards, NDFs and Precious Metals Spot and 

Forward in two distinct methods: 

- Top of Book (TOB) – see the best bid/offer for your chosen notional in addition to showing 

the depth of liquidity from your providers 

- Full Liquidity Provider (LP) – see the best bid/offer from each provider for your chosen 

notional 

 “Favorite Market” panel that will show your preferred currency pairs streaming separately with a 

quick-link to trade 

 Build and view a Swap Curve, choosing your tenors up to 18M. This allows you to see best price 

for each tenor selected 

 Order types supported are Limit Orders, FOK, ‘slippage,’ IOC/Partials and VWAP  
 User-defined preferences include: 

- Designation of Prime Broker to directly send give-up notification 

- Option to limit amounts traded at global or currency pair level 

- For Streaming trading you can enable IOC style which allows the possibility of a partial fill 

- Light or Dark skin selection 

- RSS news feeds panel 

 

About Us 
FXSpotStream provides a multibank FX streaming aggregation and a matching service supporting trading in FX Spot, Forwards, Swaps, 
NDF/NDS and Precious Metals Spot and Swaps.  Banks connected to FXSpotStream’s streaming aggregation venue serve as Liquidity 
Providers to clients. FXSpotStream’s streaming aggregation service functions as a market utility, providing the infrastructure to facilitate 
multibank trades from clients to Liquidity Providers. Clients access a GUI or single API from co-location sites in New York, London and Tokyo 
and have the potential to communicate with all Liquidity Providing banks connected to the FXSpotStream. FXSpotStream’s stream ing 
aggregation venue does not charge brokerage fees to clients or Liquidity Providing banks. 


